
Black Iron 1091 

Chapter 1091: Waiting 

 

The old monster cleaned up the surrounding clouds in vain. After that, he flew around here for a few 

minutes before leaving. Hiding still behind a pine needle, Zhang Tie watched it silently. 1 hour later, the 

old monster reappeared in the sky. After confirming that nothing was here, he let out a long sigh before 

flying backward. 

At this moment, a colorful poisonous snake climbed towards him from the trunk of the pine. The 

moment it widely opened its mouth and intended to eat the little beetle, the little beetle casually 

jumped up and turned around in the air before falling onto the head of the poisonous snake. At the 

same time, it released a bit qi. This little beetle was definitely a ferocious living being. Soon after it 

released its qi, the poisonous snake had become stiff all over like a lamb whose neck was bitten by a 

lion. 

Zhang Tie flew away, leaving the poisonous snake alone. As a result, the stiff poisonous snake didn’t coil 

around the twig any more; instead, it directly fell off the pine tree. After falling onto the ground, it woke 

up immediately and escaped into the weeds in an embarrassed way. 

After flying away from the pine tree, Zhang Tie identified the direction before flying towards Pingsha 

Valley in the incarnation of a little beetle. 

After flying over 70 miles away, Zhang Tie came to a hidden place in the wild. After confirming that 

nobody was following him up, Zhang Tie’s original body exited Castle of Black Iron. After activating a 

hiding effect, Zhang Tie entered the stratosphere once again. Closely after that, he flew towards Pingsha 

Valley silently and swiftly. 

The power of heavenly knight was pretty awe-inspiring. Zhang Tie didn’t know whether the old guy had 

seen clearly his look. In case of trouble, Zhang Tie changed his look and figure once again. 

The thunder hawk was still resting in Castle of Black Iron. As Zhang Tie was concerned about the 4 

double-headed parent puppet worm, he didn’t communicate with the thunder hawk too much for the 

time being before leaving Castle of Black Iron. 

Now that the thunder hawk had come back, after relieving the crisis in Pingsha Valley, Zhang Tie had 

enough time to figure out what happened to the thunder hawk. 

On the way, Zhang Tie met another team of knights flying towards the same direction. In the evening, 

after releasing their gleaming battle qis, they looked like meteors. By contrast, with the effect of a 

master-level hiding rune, Zhang Tie hid his qi completely and integrated himself with the dark 

background in the evening. Even if someone flew towards him face-to-face, they could not discover 

Zhang Tie. 

... 

After flying a few hours, Zhang Tie approached Pingsha Valley, Longxi Prefecture once again at about 3 

am after leaving Pingsha Valley for less than 1 day. 



The tracing runes were still on the dome of the underground space, which indicated that nobody had 

moved those items in the secret space on the top of the underground space. Therefore, Zhang Tie 

became reassured. 

When he was dozens of miles away from Pingsha Valley, Zhang Tie landed in dense woods. Closely after 

that, he called that little beetle out of Castle of Black Iron and flew towards Pingsha Valley. 

When he arrived there, he saw two light flying out of the entrance of the underground cave towards 

afar. 

The two knights might have no discovery in the underground space. Therefore, they left. 

Zhang Tie slowed down once again and flew into the underground cave at the speed of common 

beetles. 

The underground space was as pitch-dark as it was tomorrow. Everything remained unchanged. Nobody 

else was inside. After flying around the underground space for a short while, Zhang Tie approached the 

dome and drilled into it from a crack. After entering it for a few meters, he saw limestone in the 

surroundings. The little beetle instantly drilled into the limestone. 

The hard limestone was as soft as a piece of bean curd for the little beetle. It might be very difficult for 

other living beings to drill a hole on it; however, it was pretty easy for such a little beetle to make it. 

In less than 10 minutes, a small piece of limestone at an inconspicuous corner of the secret karst cave 

suddenly moved while the little black beetle revealed its head out of there. With a humming sound, he 

shook off the dust while lying on the ground. 

There was a green fluorite in one corner of the secret space. As a result, this little secret space being 

renovated by a natural karst cave turned green. The 4 black square metal containers were placed in the 

middle of the secret space tidily. 

Zhang Tie reappeared in the secret space. 

In case of leaving any trace, Zhang Tie floated 10 cm above the ground in the secret space. 

Zhang Tie watched the 4 square containers with gleaming eyes. The moment he ran his spiritual energy, 

the 4 containers had floated in the air. The containers were matched with ventilated covers and 

advanced locks. If they did not have keys, commoners could only break the locks by force. 

However, it was very easy for Zhang Tie to unlock them. In lotus-flower eyes, the internal mechanical 

structure of the lock became completely transparent. As a great master artisan, Zhang Tie had figured 

out the principle of the unlocking actuator only after throwing a glance at it. Closely after that, he 

activated his ability as a divine dominator, causing the unlocking actuators in the locks to move 

automatically. With a click, the 4 locks were unlocked at the same time before floating in the air. 

No matter how advanced the locks were, as long as he threw a glance at them, they would unlock 

automatically like how pets greeted their master. What a marvelous ability! It might be unique among 

human beings. Any chief thief might be dwarfed by this ability. 

There were many great master artisans and more than one divine dominator. Someone might also grasp 

the ability of lotus-flower eyes. However, Zhang Tie might be the only one among human beings who 



could combine the two professions and the one ability. As a result, he could create a marvel by 

unlocking an advanced lock only by throwing a glance at it. 

After unlocking those advanced locks unconsciously, Zhang Tie stroked his chin as he realized that his 

ability was really something. In some special occasions, this ability might be shocking. 

’From then on, there’s no lock in the world. What a realm!’ 

After sighing with emotions for a few seconds inside, Zhang Tie started to move. 

After the containers were unlocked, their lids were opened, revealing the 4 double-headed parent 

puppet worms. 

Given their look, the double-headed parent puppet worms indeed looked as disgusting as rotten flesh in 

the tins of pickled vegetables. However, given their effect, the 4 double-headed parent puppet worms 

could really destroy cities and countries. Anyone of them might cause an irreparable catastrophe as long 

as they were taken out. 

As Zhang Tie had sensed the destructive power of double-headed parent puppet worm, he dared not be 

careless. After a consideration, he determined to make the 4 double-headed parent puppet worms 

safer. 

’What if a powerful shadow knight or a heavenly knight came back for the double-headed parent puppet 

worms? Would I just watch him take them away and create more troubles? Although it might not 

happen, it’s possible.’ Because Zhang Tie didn’t know how many trump cards did demons and Heavens 

Reaching Church have, he had to consider this possibility. 

Zhang Tie injected a "driving-section" great wildness seal that he had formed in the All Spirits Pagoda 

into each double-headed parent puppet worm from his mind sea so as to control them like controlling 

pets. 

As Zhang Tie had just reached the 15th floor of All Spirits Pagoda, he could control all the living beings 

below LV 15. Double-headed parent puppet worms were LV 14 living beings; therefore, it could be 

controlled by Zhang Tie. 

After reaching the 15th floor of All Spirits Tower, he met a bottleneck. Each step forward would be more 

difficult. If Zhang Tie wanted to reach a higher floor and control all the living beings below knight level, 

he had to recite great wildness sutra for 418,100,000 times. Without 20 years’ penance, he could barely 

make it. Even though Zhang Tie always cultivated Great Wilderness Sutra whenever he was free, he was 

not sure that he could make it within 30 years... 

After being affected by the great wilderness seals, the 4 double-headed parent puppet worms only 

slightly moved in the liquid of the containers before becoming still. 

When the great wilderness seals were injected into the bodies of the 4 double-headed parent puppet 

worms, a statue of double-headed parent puppet worm appeared on the wall of the 15th floor of All 

Spirits Pagoda. At the same time, Zhang Tie established a mysterious link with the 4 double-headed 

parent puppet worms and sensed the reliance from the 4 double-headed parent puppet worms... 



After doing this, Zhang Tie recovered everything in the secret space to their original looks before starting 

a cultivation by sitting in the air with crossed legs and waiting for someone to come here for the double-

headed parent puppet worms... 

Chapter 1092: Getting Hooked 

 

Commoners might barely bear a long time wait; however, Zhang Tie felt it was pretty easy. 

With multitasking ability, Zhang Tie could observe the situation in the underground space with his lotus-

flower eyes while catching water-element crystals by huge hands of spiritual energy so as to form his 

water chakra. In the process, he would even close his eyes to recite great wilderness sutra as an 

adjustment. Sometimes, he directly had a nap with closed eyes while lying in the air. 

Zhang Tie just waited for the prey in the secret space patiently. 

He planned to wait there for 20 days. If nobody came inside within 20 days, he would take away the 4 

double-headed parent puppet worms, leaving the tracing feathers here. If someone really came here 

within 20 days, he would deal with it according to the changing circumstances. 

On the first day since Zhang Tie started to wait inside the secret space, three more teams of knights 

came to the underground space in Pingsha Valley. 

Whenever some knights entered the underground space, Zhang Tie would watch those people going 

around in the secret space which looked like a box in the playing field with a dozens of meters thick wall 

between them. What an amazing feeling! Zhang Tie could see them, yet they couldn’t see Zhang Tie. 

Everything was one-way transparent for Zhang Tie. 

In the next one week, 2 to 4 teams of knights would come here everyday. However, none of them could 

find anything. 

One week later, the number of knights who came to Pingsha Valley suddenly reduced. Only 1-2 teams of 

knights would come here per day. Like how Zhang Tie conjectured, after the event in Zhongzhou 

Province broke out for more than a month, those who could come here had almost come here. Those 

who were unable to come here might have already known the situation in Pingsha Valley through 

various channels. After knowing that they could not gain any useful intelligence from this underground 

space, they didn’t come here anymore. 

After another 3-5 days, Pingsha Valley became really deserted. Sometimes, nobody came here for a 

whole day. 

In the blink of an eye, Zhang Tie had stayed 16 days in the secret space. 

During this period, the prey didn’t come. However, Zhang Tie lit the 38th scale of his water chakra. 

Additionally, he recited great wilderness sutra for another over 500,000 times. 

Nobody came to Pingsha Valley on the 17th day. Zhang Tie almost changed his mind. He started to 

reflect that he might be too confident about his speculation. The Heavens Reaching Church might not 

pay too much attention to the 4 double-headed parent puppet worms. Perhaps, the Heavens Reaching 



Church was too meticulous. They might wait for another few months or even years. When the event was 

completely forgotten by people, they would come back. 

’If so, I will leave in another 3 days.’ Zhang Tie made a determination. 

No matter what, Zhang Tie couldn’t just wait here endlessly. Because Bai Suxian was still waiting for him. 

The Fire Dragon Bounty Territory and the Iron-Dragon Sect had to be hosted by him. 

During the 17 days since he left Iron-Dragon Airboat, Bai Suxian would contact him by remote-sensing 

crystal one time per two days so as to ensure that Zhang Tie was safe. 

At this moment, Iron-Dragon Airboat was parked in the aircraft base in Zhongzhou City and was waiting 

for Zhang Tie. 

On the evening of the 17th day when Zhang Tie almost changed his mind, another black iron knight 

entered the underground space. 

When this knight entered this underground space, he started to look around the empty bloody sea like 

what the others would always do. After throwing a glance at him, Zhang Tie directly ignored him. 

However, after looking around it for a short while, the black iron knight suddenly rose high into the air 

and moved around the dome of the underground space. Zhang Tie became a bit spirited; however, he 

was not sure whether there was any problem with this black iron knight. Over these days, Zhang Tie had 

seen some knights looking around in the air. Some of them would even knock at the massif and the 

dome. However, none of them could discover anything. 

When this person looked around in the air for a short while and approached the location of the secret 

space slowly, Zhang Tie’s heart raced as he realized that the prey was coming. 

The black iron knight was an old d**chebag with a cold face. When this old guy approached the location 

of the secret space, Zhang Tie was sure that there was some problem with this guy. Closely after that, 

Zhang Tie started his lotus-flower eyes and saw through the real face of the arriver. 

This man was wearing a disguising mask. The face under the disguising mask was much younger than the 

disguising mask. It seemed that he was in the prime of his life. With long, narrowed eyes, he looked 

ruthless, tyrannical, evil, vigilant and suspicious. 

Zhang Tie had seen this man; precisely, he had seen the image of this man on the city gates across Taixia 

Country. He was Wen Haoyun, the master of Pingsha Sect and Wen Clan, who was wanted by the 

Supreme Court of Taixia Country due to the event of bloody figures in Zhongzhou Province. 

Wen Haoyun soon approached the periphery of the secret space. Floating in the air, he put one hand 

against the thick cliff. At the same time, he released his battle qi and broke a wide area of rocks silently. 

After waving his hand, all the broken rocks were teleported into his portable space-teleportation item 

instead of falling on the ground. 

When Wen Haoyun started to move, Zhang Tie moved too. In a split second, Zhang Tie threw a glance at 

the secret space and confirmed that he didn’t leave any trace inside. After that, he returned to Castle of 

Black Iron. At the same time, a little black beetle appeared and hid itself at the bottom of one black 

container while concealing its qi. 



The bottoms of the 4 containers were plain. However, there was a 3 cm-high edge around each bottom, 

which was used to support and prevent the bottom from being worn. 

Because of the slight difference in weight between those double-headed parent puppet worms and the 

liquid in the 4 containers, Zhang Tie would not be easily discovered by people while hiding at the bottom 

of one container. 

As for a knight, as long as he made a decision, dozens of meters’ thick rocks couldn’t block him at all. 

Hiding over there, Zhang Tie only felt that the ground slightly vibrated. In less than 5 minutes, Wen 

Haoyun had broken a hole on a cliff of the secret space and drilled inside. 

After entering the secret space, Wen Haoyun glanced around the secret space with gleaming eyes. 

When he found that everything remained unchanged in the secret space and the 4 containers were still 

lying there, he immediately became reassured as he let out a sigh. 

At this moment, no matter how rich imagination did he have, he couldn’t imagine that a person had 

already entered this secret space in the incarnation of a strange insect. 

Wen Haoyun put away that fluorite rapidly. Closely after that, he lifted the handles of two containers by 

each hand and exited this secret karst cave as fast as he could. 

After exiting the secret karst cave, Wen Haoyun didn’t leave right away; instead, after moving dozens of 

meters backward, Wen Haoyun suspended in the air. Closely after that, his battle qi went berserk. 

He started to release his knight-level battle qi by kicking. Being dozens of meters away, a lot of rocks fell 

off the dome. Meanwhile, those broken rocks in his portable space-teleportation item were also poured 

down by him. 

In less than 5 minutes, the natural karst cave where the underground secret space was located in had 

been completely destroyed by him. After doing this, Wen Haoyun casually made some more big pits on 

the dome. Closely after that, he immediately flew towards the ground as fast as a lightning bolt. 

The little beetle had seen what Wen Haoyun had done. 

This guy was indeed meticulous and experienced. Through such a destruction, he completely erased the 

trace of that secret space and destroyed the evidence. Later on, even though those people in the 

Supreme Court came here to check out the situation once again, they could only think that some knights 

were exploring something here. They would never imagine that there was a secret space in the dome; 

not to mention that some items in the secret space were taken away... 

... 

The moment Wen Haoyun flew out of the entrance of the underground cave, a man in a black boa-silk 

robe had flown over here. Given his qi, he was an earth knight. 

After staying in the underground space for 17 days, when Zhang Tie came out of there once again, he 

found that it was still pitch-dark outside. Additionally, it was cloudy with no sparkling stars in the sky. 

The moisture and coldness in the air also indicated that Pingsha Valley was always cloudy these days. 



"How about it?" The new arriver asked Wen Haoyun. At the same time, he glanced at the 4 containers in 

Wen Haoyun’s hands. 

"Everything is okay. It’s not been discovered yet!" Wen Haoyun glanced around vigilantly before asking, 

"Is it okay outside?" 

"It’s okay. I’ve been observing this place for so many days. Almost nobody came here for a few days." 

That earth knight in the black robe answered, "Now that we’ve got the items, let’s leave out of here fast. 

The young master is still waiting for us!" 

"Right!" Wen Haoyun nodded. Closely after that, they all flew off towards afar silently. 

In case of being noticed by others, they didn’t release their battle qi luster when they left Pingsha Valley. 

Therefore, their flight speed was only about 200 miles per hour at a relatively lower height. Not until 

they flew over 60 miles away from Pingsha Valley and entered the wild did they hide in two places 

respectively to confirm that nobody was following them. After that, they converged once again while 

flying towards afar like two meteors at a high speed. 

Chapter 1093: Targeting the Culprit 

 

The little beetle tightly hid inside the edge at the bottom of a container. Due to the effect of hiding skill, 

the little beetle completely hid its qi. Even its color had turned as same as the bottom of the container. If 

not upside down, it was hard to notice that little beetle near the edge at the bottom of the container... 

Zhang Tie was not surprised that Wen Haoyun had a partner. Now that Heavens Reaching Church was 

preparing to make trouble in Zhongzhou Province, if Wen Haoyun didn’t have a partner, it would be 

extremely strange. What shocked Zhang Tie most was the young master which was mentioned by the 

two people. 

Zhang Tie knew that he had absolutely caught a big fish this time. If he could figure out the status of that 

young master and the force on his back, Zhang Tie might be able to discover that culprit who had 

framed him. 

Everything happened so abruptly that Zhang Tie could almost not believe it. 

However, after considering it for a short while, Zhang Tie found that everything happened naturally. 

Besides Zhang Tie himself, who else could notice the secret space in the dome of the underground 

space? Who else could hide in the secret space in the incarnation of a little beetle and have the two 

people bring him to meet the so-called young master? 

Although it looked like a coincidence, the development of the event was mainly determined by his 

overall strength besides fortune. 

If Zhang Tie didn’t have so many trump cards and great battle strength, he might not have the two 

people bring him to meet the so-called young master even if he could discover the vigilant behaviors of 

the two people. 

’The god helps those who help themselves.’ 



Thankfully, Zhang Tie was using the incarnation of the little beetle. If Zhang Tie was outside at this 

moment, after hearing such a conversation, his heart would almost jump out of his mouth due to the 

excitement. 

After being a scapegoat for almost 4 years, when he came to the earth surface, Zhang Tie felt that he 

finally had a good luck. By contrast, that culprit started to have bad lucks constantly. Every dog had its 

day. 

... 

After Wen Haoyun and that earth knight in black robe flew over 2 hours and left Pingsha Valley for 

about 600 miles, they saw an airboat in the cloud in front of them. 

This was a golden airboat longer than 500 m. Its specifications and magnificence could even match that 

of Iron-Dragon Airboat. 

As the former airboat of Taiyi Fantasy Sect, one of the top 7 sects in Taixia Country, Iron-Dragon Airboat 

was magnificent. At the sight of this airboat, Zhang Tie knew that the young master must be in this 

airboat. Additionally, the force behind this airboat must be very terrifying too. 

Wen Haoyun and that earth knight in black robe moved very fast. It seemed that they both carried the 

tools which were used to communicate with people on the airboat. Because the hatch door on one side 

of the airboat had been silently opened when they arrived. 

Zhang Tie wondered how many powerhouses were in this airboat. There might be a shadow knight 

inside. If he just entered it in this way, even in the incarnation of a little beetle, he might also encounter 

an unpredictable danger. Because there were so many secret skills in Taixia Country, Zhang Tie was not 

sure whether he would be discovered inside. Before entering the airboat, Zhang Tie became slightly 

hesitated. However, in a split second, his hesitation was replaced by his decisiveness. Nothing ventured, 

nothing gained. This was the best opportunity. If he was not even brave to do this, he’d better return to 

Castle of Black Iron to live a peaceful and casual life. 

If he missed such a rare opportunity, he would almost not have the second one. 

When Zhang Tie thought about this, he determined to look at the so-called young master at the risk of 

his life. 

... 

Wen Haoyun and that earth knight in a black robe easily entered the airboat. The moment they entered 

it, the hatch door had been closed up while a fully armored guard was greeting them at the entrance. 

"At the order of the young master, when you came back, you could go to Moons Awaiting Hall." 

Wen Haoyun and that earth knight in a black robe nodded towards each other before walking towards 

the inside of the airboat silently. 

Staying at the bottom of the metal container, Zhang Tie was stealthily glancing around the inside of this 

airboat. 



This airboat was extremely luxurious and magnificent. Iron-Dragon Airboat displayed the taste and 

ambiance of Taiyi Fantasy Sect. By contrast, this airboat displayed its unimaginable luxury. 

The walls on both sides of the aisle inside the airboat were made of pure gold, on which were various 

landscapes and beautiful patterns. What was more exaggerated, the adornments and decorative 

patterns on the floor were paved with mithril and earth-element crystals. Additionally, there was a 

precious artwork and collection in each a few meters on both sides of the aisle. Those artworks and 

collections shared the same feature, namely, none of them belonged to this age. It was Zhang Tie’s first 

time to see many of them. 

Besides, fully-armored guards above LV 10 were standing solemnly on both sides of the aisle. 

Even though Zhang Tie had been used to be extravagant, he was still a bit dumbfounded at the sight of 

the layout inside this airboat. Even Taiyi Fantasy Sect might be dwarfed in front of this luxury. 

Given such a flamboyant layout, Zhang Tie realized that very few forces in Taixia Country could match 

the force behind this airboat. 

However, such a powerful force was colluding with the Heavens Reaching Church and the demons for 

overthrowing Taixia Country. Therefore, Zhang Tie’s heart pounded. 

... 

After Wen Haoyun and that earth knight in the black robe turned two corners and went upstairs, they 

finally came to the front of a golden, brilliant gate. The moment they approached, the golden gate had 

been opened. The two guards carried out a sketcher which was covered with a white cloth. There were 

fresh blood stains on the white cloth. When they brushed against each other, a naked, pale, slim and 

beautiful hand wrist suddenly drooped down. 

This was a woman’s wrist. There was a verdant bracelet which was made of eternal stone on the wrist. 

However, the owner of the bracelet had lost her life. 

The two guards, Wen Haoyun and that earth knight in the black robe didn’t feel it strange at all as if it 

was a piece of wood, pig or dog under the white cloth, instead of a dead person. 

When Wen Haoyun and that earth knight in a black robe entered the gate, the guards outside the gate 

consciously closed up the gate from outside. 

After the gate was closed up, the hall was fully isolated. 

The hall in front of Zhang Tie covered 1,000 square meters. Everything in the hall was extremely 

extravagant. There was a huge bed in the middle of the hall. Besides, some girls were playing water in 

laughter in a swimming pool in the hall. However, the entire room was filled with a rich bloody smell, 

which didn’t correspond to the pleasant ambiance of those girls. 

A man with long hair was busy doing something on a table in a loose night robe. After hearing the 

footsteps behind him, the man didn’t even turn around; instead, he continued to mind his own business. 

Wen Haoyun and that earth knight in a black robe dared not disturb him. They just stood still 10 m 

behind that man. 



"Have you accomplished the task?" The man asked calmly as he was still busy doing something on the 

table. 

"Young master, we’ve already accomplished it. We’ve taken out the 4 double-headed parent puppet 

worms and didn’t meet any trouble on the way..." The earth knight in the black robe answered 

respectfully. 

"That’s great. My father gained these double-headed parent puppet worms from demons. They’re very 

precious. With the 4 double-headed parent puppet worms, we will have dozens more corps in a split 

second in the future. Even if they don’t coordinate with the bloody figures, they could destroy a 

province too..." The man in the night robe said without turning around. 

"But it’s a bit risky this time. If we were discovered..." The earth knight in the black robe said out of 

concern. 

"Huh, discovered, so what..." The man just waved his bloody hand with a careless look as his voice 

turned merciless, "Now that the Supreme Court of Taixia Country couldn’t find it, it’s not reasonable for 

them to prevent others from discovering it. There are so many talents in Gold and Power Law. I have 

subordinates who are proficient in seeking for treasures. After discovering something in Pingsha Valley, 

they directly brought it back. Is that illegal? Even if you’ve exposed your trace and Meng Haishan the 

chief justice of Zhongzhou Province followed you up, I would just submit it to him as a meritorious deed. 

By the way, I could slap the face of the Supreme Court. Why not? Nothing to be afraid of!" 

After hearing the man’s words, the earth knight in the black robe exchanged a glance with Wen Haoyun 

silently. 

When Zhang Tie heard the man’s words, he was shocked so much that his limbs even turned cold. 

’Gold and Power Law? It’s Gold and Power Law?’ 

Zhang Tie’s heart raced. No matter what, Zhang Tie couldn’t imagine that he could encounter this. ’Gold 

and Power Law, one of the top 7 sects in Taixia Country, also a super organization with the background 

of the imperial court of Taixia Country is the culprit who framed me? Gold and Power Law colluded with 

demons?’ 

’Ironically, I joined Gold and Power Law and serve as the dark gold manager of Gold and Power Law! 

How stupid I am!’ 

Zhang Tie’s brain was blank... 

After being blank a short while, Zhang Tie’s brain started to run hard. 

The master of Gold and Power Law was the very financial chancellor, one of the top 9 chancellors in 

Taixia Country. Given this point, Zhang Tie realized who was the very culprit... 

After recovering his composure, more and more information occurred to Zhang Tie’s mind. He gradually 

thought through many things. 

Chapter 1094: A Painstaking Investigation 

 



Gold and Power Law was the earliest sect that Zhang Tie touched. Due to the relationship between 

Zhang Tie and Donder, Gold and Power Law had been involved in his life pretty much and known him 

pretty well. It could be said that Gold and Power Law had witnessed him growing up from a common 

boy in Blackhot City to a famous knight. Gold and Power Law had known his experiences in Waii 

Subcontinent and his trump cards in Ice and Snow Wilderness pretty well. Actually, Gold and Power Law 

understood Zhang Tie better than Huaiyuan Palace. 

Previously, Zhang Tie thought that the tragedy in Fuhai City was the revenge from Heavens Reaching 

Church because he had inflicted a heavy loss to Heavens Reaching Church in Youzhou Province. The 

revenge happened so fast and fiercely that he almost lost his life. 

Now, he confirmed that the tragedy in Fuhai City was the revenge from Heavens Reaching Church. The 

culprit indeed wanted to kill Zhang Tie. However, such a fierce and merciless revenge was definitely not 

because Zhang Tie had inflicted a heavy loss to Heavens Reaching Church. There was one more 

important reason, namely, that culprit behind Gold and Power Law was clear about Zhang Tie’s growth 

process very much. They knew his trump cards, abilities and means. 

’I rose like an eye-catching comet in Waii Subcontinent. After I came to Taixia Country, I showed up 

prominently in the competition for Youzhou provincial governor. After that, I inflicted a heavy loss to the 

Heavens Reaching Church in Youzhou Province and became famous across the world. Because of my 

potential, growth ability, trump cards, that culprit became a bit scared as he felt a threat. Therefore, he 

screwed me up and wanted to kill me before I grew mature.’ 

’The culprit is visionary. He knew that it would be a big obstacle if I grew mature completely. What the 

culprit was more scared might be that he still didn’t know how could I rise so fast. He couldn’t even 

figure out my real trump cards, how could I make such earthshaking achievements in Ice and Snow 

Wilderness and become the savior of Slavs as was predicted by the prophet and the Great Pontiff of 

Slavs?’ 

Facing this uncertainty and the potential dangerous factors, the safest method was to kill Zhang Tie at 

the fastest speed. Fierce and powerful figures must be that decisive. 

’The revenge between the Gobbling Party and I and the news that I was going to propose a marriage in 

Fan Clan in Yingzhou Province provided an opportunity for the culprit to set up Zhang Tie in Fuhai City.’ 

’Ironically, when I came to Yingzhou Province, I even noticed Gold and Power Law about my schedule in 

the identity of the dark gold manager of Gold and Power Law and prepared to use the power of Gold 

and Power Law when in trouble in Yingzhou Province. 

’It was nothing than seeking for death.’ 

’Is Donder a member of Heavens Reaching Church? How much intelligence about me has Donder 

provided to Heavens Reaching Church?’ 

After figuring out the casual relationship that he had encountered in Fuhai City, Zhang Tie immediately 

felt clear-minded. Meanwhile, a thought occurred to Zhang Tie’s mind, ’No, Donder is definitely not a 

member of Heavens Reaching Church. He should be innocent about that the master of Gold and Power 

Sect framed me.’ 



’Donder was just a spy of Gold and Power Law in Blackhot City. Even now, Donder is just a bright gold 

manager in Gold and Power Law and couldn’t touch such a top secret. If Donder could know this top 

secret, how could the master of Gold and Power Law, also the finance minister of Taixia Country sit in 

this position steadily? 

Not only Donder, even some managers and directors with higher levels in Gold and Power Law couldn’t 

know there was some problem with their master. 

Although Gold and Power Law was one of the top 7 sects in Taixia Country, its form of organization was 

greatly different than that of other sects. Its members were more like those of a club or an industry 

organization. Their positions in Gold and Power Law were determined by their contributions and 

accumulated points. The members of Gold and Power Law accomplished the objectives of the 

organization through cooperation instead of delivering or taking commands. 

Whatever, as Hua people, most of the people were patriotic since they were born. There were many 

loyal and bold people in Taixia Country. Apparently, not every member of a sophisticated organization 

like Gold and Power Law was an upright gentleman. However, at least nobody was wanted by the 

Supreme Court in the Gold and Power Law. It was more like a joke if you treated every member of Gold 

and Power Law as a rebel and lackey of demons. To a certain extent, the members of Gold and Power 

Law, especially senior members were the beneficiaries of the existing orders among Hua people in Taixia 

Country. Of course, they would maintain these orders on their own initiatives instead of thinking about 

overthrowing them, which would be in contradiction with their class interests. 

The founder of Gold and Power Law was the imperial court of Taixia Country and Emperor Xuanyuan. As 

one of the 9 ministers in Taixia Country, each financial chancellor served as the master of Gold and 

Power Law. Honestly, the master of Gold and Power Law was like a half-official position appointed by 

the imperial court and Emperor Xuanyuan. As the master of Gold and Power Law and one of the top 

chancellors of Taixia Country, that person could mobilize a lot of resources of Gold and Power Law for 

his own benefit; pull some dare-to-die soldiers over to his side in Gold and Power Law, and make many 

plots. However, he could never assimilate the power of Gold and Power Law as his own strength. A 

commander of a military region or a provincial governor of Taixia Country could not treat an entire 

military region or a province as his own territory and sphere of influence, when the old managers and 

directors resigned in Gold and Power Law, the new ones would replace them. 

The problem was that how many mines had that culprit buried in Taixia Country as the financial 

chancellor? One of those mines had been detonated, what about the others? How many forces had that 

culprit pulled over to his side in Gold and Power Law? 

The first question was out of Zhang Tie’s ability. Zhang Tie felt that this question should be considered 

by the top three chancellors and Emperor Xuanyuan of Taixia Country instead of him. As for the second 

question, since he entered this airboat, none of those guys on this airboat was good. These guys should 

be the trusted subordinates of that culprit and the b*stards of Heavens Reaching Church who could 

know the top secrets. This young master might be that culprit’s direct descendant. 

Given his qi, this young master should also be an earth knight. 

As he had just been in this airboat for a short while, Zhang Tie was not sure whether there was anyone 

above e the shadow knight in other rooms of this airboat. However, given the situation of this room, 



perhaps all the knights in the airboat were here. If there was any high-level knight, he should show up 

when Wen Haoyun and that earth knight in the black robe came back with the 4 double-headed parent 

puppet worms. 

Zhang Tie became clear-minded when he figured out these questions. 

’What should I do now?’ 

... 

When Zhang Tie thought through everything, that young master finally turned around from the table. 

Given his look, that man was at his 20s. However, now that he was already an earth knight, it was hard 

to judge his real age only by his look. 

That man looked very handsome yet a bit evil. There were more white parts than black parts in his eyes. 

In a loose night robe, his whiteware-like skin and calf were exposed. Additionally, he didn’t wear shoes. 

While barefoot, he looked a bit floppy and casual. Besides the waistband, Zhang Tie doubted that this 

guy wore anything inside his night robe. 

When the man turned around, Zhang Tie saw his work and some bloody tools on the table. 

His work was a woman’s arm with hand being immersed in a transparent medicament of a sealed high 

special crystal bottle. Holding a flower, it was pale and lifeless like being frozen. 

Watching this hand, the man let out a sigh satisfactorily before cleaning his bloody hands by a towel. At 

the same time, he told Wen Haoyun and that earth knight in the black robe, "This is the hand of the 

princess of Chequ Country in Goldenrock Subcontinent. This woman’s hands were well cared since she 

was young. Her hands were washed by human milk since she was 8 years old. Therefore, her skin was 

pretty elastic. Until now, her skin was still as same as that of an 8-year old little girl. Besides, there was a 

local profession called bone-correction master in Goldenrock Subcontinent. Bone-correction master 

could gradually correct people’s bone shapes and look by an external force. Bone-correction master had 

spent a lot of time on her hands. Therefore, her fingers looked plump and slim. When she reached her 

orgasm, the qi and blood in her arm were very active. Additionally, her skin looked a bit rosy. With the 

effect of the blood-circulation invigoration method, this hand’s qi and blood could remain unchanged 

for a long time. Among my 200 more collections of beauties’ hands, this one could at least rank top 10. 

Alas, I’m afraid that I could barely meet another perfect collection like this in the next few years!" 

Wen Haoyun and that earth knight in black robe watched that broken arm with glassy-eyed looks as 

they didn’t feel that a dead woman’s arm was beautiful at all. However, after hearing these words, 

Zhang Tie felt absolutely terrified. It was his first time to meet such a pervert, sc*mbag and b*stard who 

enjoyed collecting woman’s body parts and organs. 

When Zhang Tie thought about the corpse which was carried away by the two guards under the white 

cloth when he entered this room while a killing intent went berserk in his mind. 

How horror-struck and despaired the woman was when she was killed. The man who made love with 

her suddenly chopped off her arm and liked to collect it. 

’What a pervert!’ 



’You son of b*tch!’ 

Zhang Tie didn’t launch an attack right away; he just listened to their conversation... 

... 

Chapter 1095: Malicious 

 

"Perhaps a few years later, the young master will have better collections. Most of the daughters in 

major clans are beauties. The female knights in major sects are more excellent. If the young master 

makes his dream come true, a princess of Chequ Country is nothing. Numerous beauties in Taixia 

Country are all yours, the young master!" 

The moment that earth knight in the black robe uttered, the guy called the young master burst out into 

laughter, "Hahaha, I like your words. It’s in the holy war; princesses in subcontinents become valueless. 

However, this woman was still dreaming about marrying me and meeting my father in Xuanyuan Hill. 

How ridiculous she was! When I chopped off her arm, she looked pretty wonderful. Finally, before I 

killed her, she had been scared to death. Those subcontinents are suffering from the demonized 

puppets. After a few years, it’s hard to see the situation facing the major clans in Taixia Country. The so-

called major clans are actually concentrating on making profits." 

"Everything should be under the control of master for the sake of the longlasting undertakings of our 

bloody soul temple and the humiliation that bloody soul temple was exterminated by the top 7 sects in 

Taixia Country!" Wen Haoyun licked the young master’s shoes. 

’Isn’t it Heavens Reaching Church? Why does it turn to be bloody soul temple? Is the Heavens Reaching 

Church related to the bloody soul temple which has been exterminated?’ 

A whim occurred to Zhang Tie’s mind as his heart raced. 

On this occasion, the casual conversation between a couple of people contained a lot of information. 

"My father has been in Xuanyuan Hill for so many years. He endures hardships to plan retaliation. The 

throne of Emperor Xuanyuan should be assumed by virtuous ones instead of being exclusive to any clan. 

As it is in the holy war, with the assistance of demons, it’s a good opportunity for us to overthrow the 

reign of Taixia Country." The young master waved his hand as he said generously. Due to excitement, his 

snow-white cheeks even blushed, which looked a bit evil. 

"Young master, the master said that the elements tide a few months ago was not aroused by any prince 

of Taixia Country. The Xuanyuan God Sutra might have been leaked. Although the imperial households 

of Xuanyuan Hill looked calm, actually, they had been anxious like ants on a hot pan. The imperial 

relatives affairs minister, one of the 9 ministers has already left Xuanyuan Hill for over 2 months. 

Superficially, the minister is inspecting the private territories and prefectures of all the princes; actually, 

he’s looking for the person who aroused the elements tide!" 

"The imperial households of Taixia Country are too tricky. This might be a false news that the imperial 

households released purposefully in order to draw the snake out of its hole. In the chaos, those who 

have ulterior motives would show themselves and be caught all in one draft!" The young master 



narrowed his eyes while a weird look flashed by, "We cannot cover the news that Emperor Xuanyuan is 

missing anymore. The imperial households of Taixia Country have to do something to stabilize the 

overall situation!" 

"Hoho, the overall situation of Taixia Country has been under the control of the master. The whole 

country is going to be chaotic. They could not stabilize it at all!" 

"The more chaotic Taixia Country is, the more possible my father is going to overthrow Xuanyuan Hill." 

The young master revealed a smile as he waved his hand, "Well, bring me the 4 double-headed parent 

puppet worms..." 

Wen Haoyun and that earth knight in the black robe opened the four containers by keys, exposing the 4 

double-headed parent puppet worms. The young master walked over here and watched them seriously, 

"Not bad, these items provided by demons have strong vitality. Pitifully, if the bloody sea in Zhongzhou 

Province was not destroyed, after a few days, the 4 double-headed parent puppet worms would have 

played their role with the coordination of the army of bloody figures!" 

"This humble subordinate is useless. Please punish me, young master!" Wen Haoyun hurriedly lowered 

his head to admit his guilt. 

"The event in Pingsha Valley is not your fault!" The young master’s voice turned cold with sparkling 

bloody eye light, "We’ve confirmed the news from Xuanyuan Hill. After our assassination plan in Jinwu 

City failed, Zhang Clan of Huaiyuan Palace discovered our mole in Jinwu City. After that, they notified the 

Supreme Court. The Zhongzhou Provincial Court dispatched its elites to catch the assassinators in 

Pingsha Valley and figured out the relationship between this event and the tragedy in Fuhai City. They 

didn’t even know that there was a bloody sea beneath Pingsha Valley..." 

"Our assassinators and moles in Jinwu City had been well prepared for the emergencies. Even if they 

failed the assassination and exposed themselves, they would never leak any information to others. How 

could Huaiyuan Palace get any intelligence from them?" The earth knight in the black robe asked in a 

dubious voice. 

"Nothing is perfect in this world. Otherwise, Emperor Xuanyuan would not be missing. We don’t even 

know whether he’s alive or not. It could only be said that we’ve underestimated others. I’ve not 

imagined that Huaiyuan Palace could ruin our big plan for a couple of times besides Zhang Tie. We have 

to get even with them for this..." 

"May I know your plan, young master?" 

"After the Treasures Meeting in Gold and Power Law comes to an end in a few days, you two go to 

Youzhou Province!" The young master said with weird flickering eye light. 

Wen Haoyun exchanged a glance with that earth knight in the black robe as they both knew what the 

opponent was thinking about. ’The Youzhou provincial governor comes from Huaiyuan Palace. Besides 

Zhang Taixuan who’s an earth knight, Huaiyuan Palace has a few clan elders. What is more, Huaiyuan 

Palace is the local tyrant in Youzhou Province, which has a great influence in both officialdom and 

among the people. Only by whistling, they could converge a lot of people at once. Additionally, Youzhou 

Province has just been established. As Youzhou Province is remote, we have no foundation in Youzhou 

Province at all. It’s okay for us to dispatch some killers and moles to frighten Huaiyuan Palace; however, 



if two knights are dispatched to fight Huaiyuan Palace, we will never be in an advantageous position; we 

might even lose our lives.’ 

After considering about it in this way, the earth knight in the black robe finally asked, "Young master, 

after the event in Jinwu City, Huaiyuan Palace must have made precautions about other attacks. 

Additionally, Zhang Tie’s order for arrest has been canceled. He might return to Youzhou Province at any 

time. Furthermore, I’ve heard that Heavens Fortune Sect has a special relationship with Huaiyuan 

Palace. Zhang Tie’s three sons are learning in Heavens Fortune Sect. After Zhang Tie was wanted, 

Heavens Fortune Sect even dispatched a knight-level powerhouse to protect Jinwu City. The two of us 

are not afraid of death. But if we really want to fight Huaiyuan Palace in Youzhou Province, we might be 

a bit weak!" 

"Who told you to fight Huaiyuan Palace to death? There’re many ways to strike Huaiyuan Palace. You 

only need to find an opportunity to do something for me!" 

"May I know the details?" 

"Bring me Zhang Tie’s wives..." 

Chapter 1096: Berserk Killing Intent 

 

"Zhang Tie’s wives?" Wen Haoyun exchanged glances with that earth knight in the black robe. 

"Right, Zhang Tie’s three wives. Although they’re not Hua, they look good!" The young master revealed 

an evil smile with faintly bloody sparkling eyes, "I think that Huaiyuan Palace and Heavens Fortune Sect 

would dispatch knights to especially protect Zhang Tie’s wives no matter how many knights do they 

have. Therefore, it’s not difficult for you to do that. You could find an opportunity to bring me Zhang 

Tie’s three wives. With some more arms of foreign women, my collections would be more interesting!" 

"It’s indeed not difficult for us to bring you the 3 women!" The earth knight in the black robe slightly 

frowned as he continued, "But...but why? Zhang Tie could have many beautiful women as long as he 

wants..." 

The earth knight in the black robe was right. In this age, most of the knights could have as many 

beautiful women as possible except for the most beautiful one in the world. In the eyes of knights, 

common women were just like their clothes, who could not even match their boa-silk robes. Common 

women were purely low-priced and easily worn articles. 

"Hahaha, you don’t know that. The three women are not common; instead, they have experienced 

hardships with Zhang Tie in Waii Subcontinent. Zhang Tie couldn’t leave them. He had been looking after 

them when in Waii Subcontinent. Finally, he brought them to Taixia Country. They have high positions in 

Zhang Tie’s heart and Zhang Tie’s family. Evidently, they’re utterly different than common knight’s 

wives!" The young master shook his head as he stretched out one finger and said in a cold voice, "First, 

the sons of the three women have been enrolled by Heavens Fortune Sect. It indicates that Heavens 

Fortune Sect dare protect Zhang Tie and go against us. If we catch the mothers of the three disciples of 

Heavens Fortune Sect, it’s equal to slapping the face of Heavens Fortune Sect. It could shock Heavens 



Fortune Sect and others. We need to let everybody know that nobody could go against us without any 

price!" 

"Second, Zhang Tie has left Huaiyuan Palace for a few years. His order for arrest has also been canceled. 

He must be preparing for returning to Youzhou Province to meet his family members. According to my 

knowledge of Zhang Tie, this person is a man of feeling. Additionally, the relationship between him and 

Huaiyuan Palace is not as deep and intimate as that imagined by outsiders. The two parties had conflict 

in Waii Subcontinent. Huaiyuan Palace had even punished Zhang Tie and driven him out of the elites 

training agency of Zhang Clan. If Zhang Tie’s three wives were killed, Zhang Tie would definitely come 

back and complain about Huaiyuan Palace for not protecting them well." 

"Zhang Tie has made too many meritorious deeds for Huaiyuan Palace. When he returns his home and 

finds that Huaiyuan Palace couldn’t protect his wives, nobody could stay calm and not blame Huaiyuan 

Palace. It’s equal to burying a thorn and a seed of animosity between Zhang Tie and Huaiyuan Palace. 

This thorn and seed could at least weaken the unity of Huaiyuan Palace. If we could operate it better, we 

would even split up and cause internal disorder of Huaiyuan Palace!" 

"Third, Zhang Tie is too famous. Our plot in Fuhai City didn’t kill him; conversely, we made him the most 

famous black iron knight among humans and shaped him as a hero. As a result, everybody knows that 

he’s a man of feeling. Even I envy him a bit. This is not the treatment that our opponent or enemy 

should enjoy!" 

The young master sneered with a strong jealous and crazy voice, "He’s just a b*tch born in Blackhot City. 

How could he be more famous than me? How could he be more popular than me? I will destroy him. 

Even if I cannot kill him for the time being, I will drive him mad and make him a laughingstock for 

everybody in the world. I want to see whether he could still write a memoir in the forum of Mountain of 

Brightness and continue to perform as the grassroots hero and the man of feeling who moved so many 

people when his wives’ body parts became others’ collections and everybody else in the world knows 

that his wives have been sold to the lowest brothels and f*cked by many men every day?" 

"Ahh, Zhang Tie has other wives?" 

"This person is special. That’s why my father pays special attention to him. You might not know this man 

well. This man has other women in Waii Subcontinent, who have also delivered babies for him. In order 

to not alert him, my father didn’t alert the relationship of this person in Waii Subcontinent!" 

"Ahh, young master is too wise!" Wen Haoyun flattered him once again, "It’s unimaginable that the 

three women could be so influential!" 

"When Taixia Country was in great chaos, nobody would care about it anymore. By then, I will pay a visit 

to Waii Subcontinent to look at his women and children in that barren land, hehhehheh..." 

After saying that, the young master burst out an extremely wicked smile. Anyone at present could 

identify that the so-called "look at" was not that simple... 

Wen Haoyun and that earth knight in the black robe also burst out into laughter. 

When the three b*stards laughed, they didn’t know that it was their last laughter in this world. 

Among their laughter, a person suddenly appeared on their side out of void... 



That man widely opened his eyes with furious, bloody eyes. At the same time, his hair stood up like 

spines of a hedgehog... 

He was releasing a burning fury and killing intent rather than his battle qi. 

At the sight of Zhang Tie, the two earth knights and the black iron knight at present became amazed and 

confused distinctively. Because they couldn’t imagine that an alive person suddenly appeared in front of 

them without any omen. 

As knights, they could even sense the moving trail of a trivial flea jumping out. How could an alive 

person suddenly appear in front of the three people when they were talking with each other? 

Therefore, in a split second, the three knights couldn’t figure out the reason. 

After that, no matter whether they wanted to figure out the reason, their instincts enabled them to 

respond to the possible dangers by releasing their protective battle qi or moving backward... 

As knights, they all had very high responsive speeds; especially the two earth knights. No matter how 

fast could they respond, they had to spend time in completing the whole series of actions from being 

shocked, alert to making reactions. 

They needed three moments to make reactions; however, Zhang Tie only needed one moment to launch 

an attack. 

Although they were three people, Zhang Tie could move two times faster than all of them. 

Sometimes, a knight without any precaution could even be assassinated by someone below knight level. 

However, at this moment, it was Zhang Tie who went berserk on their side. 

The assassinator was not only a powerful earth knight but also a terrifying divine dominator. The 

moment he thought about it, he would release an attack in a split second. 

Divine dominators could be the most terrifying assassinators and killers. No knight could be in the 

defensive state all the time; however, as long as a divine dominator thought about it, he could launch a 

fatal strike to anyone at present as fast as a lightning bolt. 

"Go die!" Zhang Tie roared while an icy, strong wind blew over. 

As a result, everything in the room was frozen by the icy, strong wind. 

With a faint smile, before Wen Haoyun revealed his dumbfounded look, Zhang Tie’s overwhelming 

punches had arrived. 

It seemed that Wen Haoyun wanted to resist Zhang Tie’s punch by raising his hand; however, before his 

hand raised to his chest, Zhang Tie had punched onto his face... 

Lately, Wen Haoyun the master of Pingsha Sect had been notorious across Taixia Country. His image had 

been hung over the city gates of all the Class A cities across Taixia Country. With Zhang Tie’s punch, his 

head was blown out completely... 



His brain spurted towards the faces of the motherf*cking young master and the earth knight in the black 

robe like colorful ribbons and fireworks... 

The earth knight in the black robe wanted to release his protective battle qi... 

That d*mned young master wanted to release his protective battle qi too; at the same time, he wanted 

to move backward rapidly so as to move away from the assassinator... 

Chapter 1097: Iron Punches 

 

At this moment, all the three people were struggling in vain. The moment Zhang Tie launched his attack, 

the result had been fixed. 

Before Wen Haoyun’s brain spurted onto the two earth knights who were laughing just now, something 

else arrived. It was a sword and a saber. 

When Zhang Tie came in, the sword and the saber were hanging on the wall of the room. Being inlaid 

with various gems, the sheaths of saber and sword looked pretty brilliant. It seemed that they were just 

decorations in this room. 

Even though decorations were unusual in this room. At least they were very sharp weapons which could 

cut clean through iron as though it were mud. 

When Zhang Tie was a black iron knight, he had already been able to kill a demon baron as a divine 

dominator; not to mention now. He had already promoted to an earth knight; additionally, he raided 

them, sparing no time for the opponents to make any preparation. 

The sharp difference in abilities between both parties, plus the time and site that Zhang Tie chose 

determined that Zhang Tie could release a fatal strike at his full effort like how a fierce lion fought 

rabbits. 

The blades of the sword and the saber flew off the wall automatically in a split second like dragons that 

came out of the water and berserk lightning bolts. They arrived wherever Zhang Tie could arrive 

spiritually. In a split second, the earth knight in a black robe and that damned young master had burst 

out 8 bloody flowers as their limbs were split off almost at the same time. 

Until then, the two earth knights had not released their protective battle qis yet. They didn’t even sense 

the pain when their limbs were split off. Neither could they utter any voice. They only felt their limbs 

turned cold at once while Zhang Tie had caught their heads by his huge hands... 

The two b*stards looked very shocked. They wanted to move; however, they found that they had lost 

their limbs while the battle qis that had just gone berserk in their bodies were escaping in a split 

second... 

Not until Zhang Tie covered his hands on their foreheads did the two b*stards sense the pains caused by 

losing their limbs. However, before they uttered any voice, Zhang Tie had started his purgatory samsara 

method. The terrifying strength of the secret method had thumped onto their incomplete water 

chakras, causing them to quiver all over. At the same time, their protective battle qis collapsed and 

prevented them from uttering at once. 



Zhang Tie had never been so decisive and unswerving. He hated them so much. 

Previously, Zhang Tie thought that purgatory samsara method could only be used for demons. If he used 

it for humans, he might have a mental obstacle more or less. 

However, Zhang Tie didn’t think too much at that moment. He only thought about killing that young 

master just now. He must let that b*stard die in front of him in the most painful manner. No matter 

what means did he use to kill this b*stard, Zhang Tie would never have any mental burden; instead, he 

could only feel it was pretty cool. What this person wanted to do had exceeded the upper limits of 

Zhang Tie’s tolerance and imagination. 

The young master and that earth knight in the black robe were held by Zhang Tie like two salty fish being 

dried under the sunshine. 

With the effect of the purgatory samsara method, the two earth knights who had lost their limbs 

couldn’t even scream. Their muscles twisted while blood and sweet flew off their bodies. After their 

incomplete water chakras collapsed, they passed out completely due to the great pains which felt like 

pulling out tendons and grinding bones. 

Only in a few minutes, Zhang Tie had completely absorbed the two people’s incomplete water chakras. 

"Who...who are you?" The young master opened his eyes and watched Zhang Tie with fearful and weak 

eye light when his incomplete water chakra was being absorbed. 

"Don’t you want to hurt my wives?" Zhang Tie asked icily, "How could you don’t know me..." 

"Zhang Tie?" 

The b*stard being caught by Zhang Tie was shocked at once. Because Zhang Tie had not recovered his 

original look yet, after hearing that he was Zhang Tie, the young master responded with an unbelievable 

look. However, Zhang Tie didn’t have time to explain to him; instead, he just replied icily, "You’re right!" 

"You cannot kill me, my father is..." The young master’s face flushed at once as he started to shout with 

his full efforts after sensing the bit killing intent of Zhang Tie. 

With a loud sound "bang...", Zhang Tie forcefully patted the head of the young master onto his chest, 

causing his whole trunk to explode like a broken watermelon, spraying his blood and broken body parts 

all over the ground. 

Zhang Tie would feel disgusting about having this b*stard breathe fresh air for one more second. 

Neither would Zhang Tie like to see this b*stard’s ugly face. Therefore, Zhang Tie immediately killed him. 

After that, Zhang Tie had given vent to his killing intent and fury while recovering his calmness and 

reason once again. 

Zhang Tie then glanced around this Moons Awaiting Hall. 

In a few minutes, two knights had been killed, one knight had been disabled while the ground was 

covered with broken limbs and flesh. As a result, the room was filled with a bloody smell. Being isolated 

by some layers of the veil, the pleasant ringing laughter of those girls in the pool didn’t stop at all as if 

they had not noticed the massacre here at all. 



The laughter of the girls formed a sharp contrast with the bloody scene, causing the ambiance in the 

room to be weird. 

As this room had been installed with a sound-insulation facility, all the sounds inside could be isolated. 

As long as the door was closed, anybody outside the door could not know what happened inside. Only 

when the bell rang from inside could the people outside the door enter the room. Previously, this 

sound-insulation facility was used for this pervert to do abnormal things inside the room; however, it 

became Zhang Tie’s best cover now. 

After recovering his composure, watching the incomplete corpses on the ground, Zhang Tie realized that 

he was too impulsive just now. If the two b*stards were teleported into Castle of Black Iron, they might 

be the best raw materials for the bloody sacrifice furnace. It was a bit "wasteful" for an earth knight and 

a black iron knight to die so easily. 

However, Zhang Tie didn’t feel pitiful at all. He couldn’t weigh the pros and cons like a difference engine 

at any time. Just now, Zhang Tie only felt pretty cool to kill that b*stard right away. He didn’t even want 

that b*stard to utter any word at all. 

Feeling good was the best! 

After glancing around this room, Zhang Tie waved his hand and teleported the earth knight who was still 

in a coma into Castle of Black Iron and let Heller take care of him. When Zhang Tie was free, he would 

enter Castle of Black Iron to deal with this b*stard. He would not waste the energy of this earth knight. 

After that, Zhang Tie ran his spiritual energy and had two items fly out of the flesh on the ground and 

suspend in front of him. 

It was a copper-colored finger ring from Wen Haoyun’s hand and an amber bracelet from one wrist of 

that young master. Zhang Tie realized that they were two space-teleportation items. The greatest 

difference between space-teleportation items and common items was that the core area of space-

teleportation item was covered with mist which could not be seen through by Zhang Tie’s lotus-flower 

eyes. The two items both had such a feature. Zhang Tie couldn’t see what were inside the space-

teleportation items with his lotus-flower eyes; he could only see them by injecting his spiritual energy 

into them. 

Although the two items flew out of the flesh, they were still as clean and bright as new. Given this 

feature, Zhang Tie knew they were pretty precious. 

After taking that finger ring, Zhang Tie found it was just a common space-teleportation item. Covering 

over 40 cubic meters, it contained some food, medicaments, weapons, money and clothes. It seemed 

that Wen Haoyun prepared all this for himself when he escaped. After throwing a glance at it, Zhang Tie 

had teleported it into Castle of Black Iron. 

The moment he took that bracelet, he had injected his spiritual energy into it when he saw a lot of 

dazzling golden and blue light. 

The golden light was given out by a pile of earth-element crystals. Zhang Tie estimated that there were 

over 100,000 earth-element crystals. It was his first time to see so many earth-element crystals since he 

promoted to a knight. 



The blue light was given out by over 20,000 water-element crystals. 

Both earth-element crystals and water-element crystals in the space were of very high quality. What an 

amazing wealth! 

Besides these crystals, there were some crates and vials of medicaments in the space. As Zhang Tie 

didn’t have time to open them one after another and check them carefully. After taking a deep breath 

once again, he handed the amber bracelet to Heller in Castle of Black Iron. 

’What a Gold and Power Law!’ Zhang Tie knew that he made a fortune once again. The inside space of 

this bracelet could almost match half of that of Xuanwu Secret Warehouse of bloody soul temple. Such a 

space-teleportation item was definitely priceless. 

It was almost impossible for common knights to gain a space-teleportation item; however, since he 

gained Castle of Black Iron, Zhang Tie had been able to easily gain a lot of space-teleportation items 

wherever he was as if he was tied up with space-teleportation items. Demons and b*stards and lackeys 

of Three-eye Association would queue up to gift him space-teleportation items. As a result, Zhang Tie 

even became numb about space-teleportation items. 

Besides, there were some treasures in the room. However, after throwing a glance at them, Zhang Tie 

directly ignored them and walked towards those girls who were still playing with water cheerily... 

Chapter 1098: Windfall 

 

Those items in the room were worthless for Zhang Tie. Additionally, if Zhang Tie took them away, there 

would be endless troubles as long as they were identified by others. Therefore, Zhang Tie didn’t move 

them. 

Since Zhang Tie blew up Wen Haoyun’s head by one punch, he had planned to not let anyone else know 

that it was done by him. Although Wen Haoyun’s head could bring him a lot of benefits and great 

reputation, it was nothing compared to the risk of being revenged by a powerhouse above shadow 

knight level for the death of his son. 

It was very sophisticated in Taixia Country. Not until today did Zhang Tie figure it out a bit. Zhang Tie had 

not enjoyed his life yet. If he lifted his head above the parapet, it wouldn’t do him any good. 

When Zhang Tie walked towards the pool, he separated the veil with the ability of divine dominator. 

Five stunning 18-year old naked girls were playing with water in the pool. Watching Zhang Tie coming 

over here, those girls directly walked out of the pool without any fear and wanted to play with Zhang 

Tie. Some of them even started to seduce him by twisting their waists and stroking his body. 

In a split second, Zhang Tie had been surrounded by the 5 naked, innocent, romantic girls. 

These girls were faintly panting and doing various seductive movements. 

’These girls are definitely abnormal.’ 

"Brother, come on, play water with your young sister..." 



"Brother, the young sister feels itchy here, touch it..." 

When the girl said this, she pulled Zhang Tie’s hand and had him touch her groin. 

"Ta..." Zhang Tie uttered a loud syllable which contained a special strength. When they heard this sound, 

all the girls stayed still like being applied with a magic. 

When the girls stayed still, they were still watching him with enchanting smiles. However, when Zhang 

Tie looked at their eyes seriously, he found their eyes were empty. The black pupils were like black 

stagnant water, which were lifeless and terrifying. 

Zhang Tie let out a sigh inside. After having a try with a secret skill in Soul Forbidden Method, Zhang Tie 

realized that these girls had been fixed. They were just like the walking dead. Although they were still 

alive physically, they were already dead spiritually. They were just decorations in this pool and this 

room. Like those paintings on the wall and the vase on the table, they had become lifeless furnishings 

and tools for others to give vent to. No matter what happened in this room, they would just play with 

water innocently and romantically like machines here. Anyone who entered the veil could control them 

and become their master. 

They were the most advanced and brutal furnishings and props. 

If the 5 girls had just been fixed with Soul Forbidden Method, Zhang Tie could still save them. However, 

their spirits and souls had vanished. All their movements were preset. Even immortals could not save 

them. They’d better die than live. 

’How many heartless things has that b*stard called the young master done?’ 

... 

"Wish you could be others’ daughters, wives, mothers and have a lot of children in the next lives; Wish 

you have safe lives and meet your beloved ones and never fall in the hand of bad people in the next 

lives!" 

After whispering something to the 5 statue-like girls, Zhang Tie slightly pointed at their foreheads 

respectively. The 5 girls then closed their empty eyes at the same time as they lay on the ground 

breathlessly like having fallen asleep. They were free from pains completely. 

All the living beings had their souls. Even though they had lost their spirits, they could still understand 

Zhang Tie’s last words. When they finally closed up their eyes, they dropped off a tear at the same 

time... 

After watching their tear stains and beautiful naked bodies by the pool for a long while, Zhang Tie finally 

pulled off the veil and wrapped the 5 girls’ naked bodies by it. After that, he teleported them into Castle 

of Black Iron and had Edward bury them under flowering shrubs on the Immortal Mountain. 

After doing all this, Zhang Tie’s expression turned icy once again. He turned around and strode towards 

the gate of the room, closely followed by the saber and the sword which had just chopped off the two 

earth knights’ limbs like a swimming fish. 



When Zhang Tie was 2 m away from the gate, the golden gate had opened automatically. The two rows 

of fully-armored guards flatted on their arms to Zhang Tie. At the sight of the stranger walking out of the 

room with a solemn look, they all became stunned. 

Zhang Tie didn’t spare any time for them to utter a voice. 

The 10 guards’ metal helmets and armors were collapsed and shrunk almost at the same time by a great 

force as if they were made of paper. 

The two rows of guards fell down silently at the same time while thick blood spurted out of their 

helmets and armors, covering the sumptuous carpets in a split second. 

After promoting to an earth knight, with the effect of his earth chakra, Zhang Tie made a great 

breakthrough and entered a terrifying realm in controlling various metals with the ability of a divine 

dominator. When Zhang Tie was a black iron knight, he couldn’t collapse and shrink those LV fighters’ 

hard metal helmets and armors only by glancing around them. However, at this moment, it was pretty 

easy for him to do it. 

Zhang Tie discovered this ability after promoting to an earth knight. He then became more curious about 

the ability of divine dominator after promoting to a shadow knight. 

’After forming my earth chakra, I gained an amazing ability in controlling metals that are produced in the 

earth. His ability as divine dominator could resonate with metals. Although it looks unbelievable, it’s 

pretty easy for Zhang Tie to do that. He could control metals with the ability of divine dominator even 

more easily than holding them.’ 

’If I form water chakra, could I control water with the ability of divine dominator? In the current 

situation, I could not control water and liquid with the ability of divine dominator.’ 

’What if I formed wind chakra and fire chakra?’ 

’Pitifully, there are very few divine dominators in this world, very few people could figure out the 

potential ability of this profession. Cultivation methods about this profession could be rarely touched by 

commoners. Therefore, I have to explore it myself step by step.’ 

... 

Zhang Tie traversed the bloody aisle with a glassy-eyed look. 

After Zhang Tie promoted to an earth knight, his ability as a divine dominator was too terrifying for 

those who were below knight level. Only after glancing around them, Zhang Tie had collapsed their 

helmets and armors and broken their heads, skeletons and guts, causing their helmets and armors their 

own coffins. 

Zhang Tie killed everyone he saw on the way from the prow to the stern of the airboat, from the bottom 

to the top. Nobody could utter a voice before death. 

The massacre proceeded silently. 

As was predicted by Zhang Tie, there wasn’t any knight on the airboat anymore. 



10 minutes later, Zhang Tie killed hundreds of guards on the airboat and finally came to the cockpit of 

the airboat. 

When he came to the cockpit, the gate opened automatically. After hearing the gate opening, the group 

of 7 in the cockpit turned around at the same time. Zhang Tie walked in like nobody was inside. Closely 

after that, the cockpit was filled with the sounds of cracking bones and splashing blood. In a split second, 

all the workers in the cockpit were cleaned. 

Now that Zhang Tie could drive airships, he could drive airboats too because the latter was more easily 

operated than the former. Additionally, the airboat was matched with autopilot function. 

After glancing at the navigational chart of the airboat, Zhang Tie found that the airboat was heading for 

Gold and Power Market. Therefore, Zhang Tie altered the course and flight height of the airboat. After 

making a turn, he had the airboat ascend constantly until it almost reached the highest point. When it 

approached the sparsely populated top region of the stratosphere, it flew towards the east at its 

maximal speed. Meanwhile, Zhang Tie closed all the entrances of the airboat and had the airboat enter 

the silent long-range flight. 

After fixing the course and navigational speed of the airboat, Zhang Tie left the cockpit. 

Actually, Zhang Tie could teleport this airboat into Castle of Black Iron with his spiritual energy after 

promoting to an earth knight. However, after considering it carefully, he gave it up. First, it was too eye-

catching for him to do that. Zhang Tie didn’t know whether it would arouse others’ attention if such a 

giant suddenly disappeared in the air. By doing this, he would risk exposing his trump card. After all, it 

was in Taixia Country, even a thunder hawk could attract the attention of an old monster, not to 

mention such a huge airboat. Zhang Tie didn’t want to be a target at all. 

Second, this airboat was involved with the bloody soul temple, the most mysterious and terrifying force 

in Taixia Country. Zhang Tie didn’t know how many trump cards did the bloody soul temple had in Taixia 

Country at all. Before the bloody soul temple was completely exterminated, if he presented this airboat 

in the public, it was nothing different than telling the bloody soul temple that their young major was 

killed by Zhang Tie. Zhang Tie would never do such a stupid thing. 

Even the top 7 sects in Taixia Country couldn’t completely exterminate the bloody soul temple through 

cooperation. As a result, some remnants of the bloody soul temple developed into the Heavens 

Reaching Church and disrupted the country. Given this point, Zhang Tie realized the great power and 

tolerance of this sect. Facing such a sect, even if someone told Zhang Tie that the bloody soul temple 

and Heavens Reaching Church had been exterminated once again, Zhang Tie would not fully believe in it. 

Because nobody knew whether this sect had any remnant and would rise again from the ashes to screw 

them one day. 

In conclusion, as this airboat might expose his trump card and incur revenge from lunatics and 

conspirators, it might be worthless in Zhang Tie’s eyes no matter how precious it was. 

If he wanted airboats, with the ability of lotus-flower eyes, he could have a lot of opportunities to gain 

them. He didn’t need to do that at such a great risk. 

Zhang Tie was clear-minded in front of temptation. 



... 

After leaving the cockpit and cleaning all the corpses, Zhang Tie came to the bottom of the airboat. 

There were some strange items in a room at the bottom of the airboat. Just now, Zhang Tie saw two 

guards leaving this room meticulously by lotus-flower eyes. 

The two guards were the very ones who had carried the corpse being covered with white cloth out of 

the young master’s room just now. They left this room empty-handed. After that, they met Zhang Tie 

and were killed immediately. 

After coming to the front of the gate of that room at the bottom of the airboat, Zhang Tie found that the 

gate of that room was tightly locked. Besides, he smelt a strong bloody smell drifting from inside. 

Zhang Tie slightly started his ability as a divine dominator while the three safety locks on the metal gate 

were unlocked automatically as if they were welcoming Zhang Tie in. After entering the room, Zhang Tie 

saw an 8-m high huge jar made of super-strong alloy which was always used to make senior helmets and 

armors. Additionally, the huge alloy jar was covered with some exotic runes. On both sides of the jar, 

there were stairs and handrails. On the top of the jar, there was a lid made of the same kind of alloy 

which could slide towards both sides. 

Like the gates of the coffers in banks, the lid was thick and heavy. As it was locked by a hydraulic spiral 

lock, it was very difficult for one or two commoners to unlock it. 

There were dense, fine pores on the lid. The strong bloody smell was drifting out of the huge jar. Zhang 

Tie felt that there must be something very terrifying in the huge jar. 

There was indeed something very terrifying in the huge jar because Zhang Tie heard terrifying rustling 

from inside. 

Zhang Tie didn’t open that lid; instead, he just threw a glance into the huge jar by his lotus-flower eyes 

out of curiosity. 

At the sight of the things inside the jar, Zhang Tie felt goosebumps all over. 

There were many bloody rats in the huge jar. Giving out metallic luster all over, those rats were gnawing 

the smooth wall of the jar with sharp teeth. 

The inside smooth wall of the huge jar had long been covered with pits. If not the inside wall of this huge 

jar was 20 cm thicker, it had long been bitten through by those rats. 

There were some white strips of cloth, scattered broken bones and fresh blood stains inside the huge 

jar. 

Zhang Tie realized that this huge jar was used for dealing with corpses on the airboat. 

Zhang Tie was familiar with those bloody rats. When in Ice and Snow Wilderness, Zhang Tie had seen 

mutated rats of their same kind. Although these mutated rats were smaller to those in Ice and Snow 

Wilderness, they were more destructive and flexible. 



Watching those runes over the huge jar and those mutated rats inside it, Zhang Tie realized that the 

sc*mbag called the young master might want to cultivate a mutated rat king or have these rats mutate 

once again. 

Zhang Tie immediately recalled the letter that Cloud Crane left to him. In the letter, Cloud Crane 

expressed his opinion about cultivating millions of mutated rats so as to reinvigorate the undertaking of 

the Great Wilderness Sect in the south border of Taixia Country. Given this point, Zhang Tie knew that 

mutated rats were pretty terrifying. 

’Was the extermination of the Great Wilderness Sect related to Heavens Reaching Church or it was just a 

coincidence?’ 

The rustling drifting from inside the huge jar made Zhang Tie quiver all over unconsciously. After 

thinking for a short moment in the room, he ran his spiritual energy and opened the lid on the huge jar. 

The lid was composed of two layers. The lower layer of the lid could prevent the mutated rats from 

escaping out of the huge jar. They could put in corpse onto the lower layer. After that, they closed the 

upper layer and manipulated a device outside the lid to drop the corpse into the jar from the lower 

layer. 

However, Zhang Tie opened the two layers. In a split second, those mutated rats had rushed out of the 

lid flexibly. 

Zhang Tie was not even afraid of those mutated rats previously, not to mention now. 

Zhang Tie injected a great wilderness seal into the jar while all the mutated rats ran to his side like his 

pets. After surrounding Zhang Tie, they all looked up at him. 

"Heller, how about these mutated rats?" Zhang Tie asked Heller spiritually. 

"Castle Lord, don’t worry, hand them to me!" Heller replied. He had already understood Zhang Tie’s 

thought before the latter uttered, "We’ve not had such thrilling mutated living beings in Castle of Black 

Iron for a long time, these mutated rats could help me kill time!" 

"Well, they are yours!" 

"After coming to Xuanyuan Hill, if Castle Lord is free, you could look around for some special living 

beings and teleport some into Castle of Black Iron, plants or animals if there are. They might be very 

useful in the future..." 

"Right! Even if you didn’t warn me, I was also thinking about increasing some biological resources." 

"That’s fine, aww, we’ve got a great achievement this time!" 

After contacting Heller and bearing Heller’s requirements in mind, Zhang Tie had teleported 2/3 of these 

mutated rats into Castle of Black Iron. The rest hundreds of mutated rats immediately rushed out of the 

room after receiving the command of Zhang Tie when he pointed at the outside of the room. 

... 



A few minutes later, after cleaning his traces on the airboat, Zhang Tie found a secret tunnel and left the 

airboat through it mysteriously in the incarnation of a little beetle before watching such an extremely 

magnificent unpopulated airboat disappearing in front of him. 

At such a speed, this airboat could fly over 13,000 miles a day. By the next morning, this airboat would 

completely fly out of the border of Zhongzhou Province and continue to fly towards the west. A few 

days later, this airboat would leave the air territory of Taixia Country and enter the wild air territory in 

the west. Without a powerful external strength, this airboat might keep flying in this way forever like a 

ghost ship. As for where it would reach and whether it would fall into the hand of the others, it had 

nothing to do with Zhang Tie. 

Zhang Tie was sure that nobody dared prevent such a giant airboat with the air territory of Taixia 

Country even if some knights could catch sight of it at least in a short period. The size and magnificence 

of this airboat represented the identity and position of its owner in Taixia Country. Therefore, common 

knights dared not stop it. 

Those mutated rats that Zhang Tie left in the airboat could swallow everything eatable in the airboat in a 

few days, leaving no bones of those dead people at all. 

Therefore, this airboat was destined to disappear in the sight of everybody else. Nobody would know 

what happened on this airboat, except Zhang Tie himself... 

... 

After suspending in the air for a few seconds, Zhang Tie forcefully flapped his wings. At this moment, 

Zhang Tie suddenly found that the little beetle could definitely not reach the height of stratosphere with 

its own ability. Although the airflow in the stratosphere was stable, it was a bit excessive for a little 

beetle to enter it. 

However, now that Zhang Tie brought the little beetle to this height, of course, he could descend. 

Thankfully, the little beetle was good at flying itself. Even so, Zhang Tie still didn’t plan to have this little 

beetle fly in the stratosphere and make any amazing movements in the air. He just had the little beetle 

curl up as a little heavy lump and fall off freely. Not until it entered the troposphere did it start to flap its 

wings once again to control its falling speed and height. After stabilizing its speed and height, the little 

beetle drilled into an airflow in the troposphere and flew rapidly like surfing in the airflow. 

After surfing hundreds of miles away in the airflow, Zhang Tie landed in a hidden place. After that, he 

rushed into the sky in the incarnation of Cui Li once again towards Zhongzhou City as fast as a lightning 

bolt... 

Chapter 1099: Jumping off the Running Train 

 

Iron-Dragon Airboat was slowly flying in the sunny sky. 

For a better viewing feeling, the Iron-Dragon Airboat moved slowly at a speed of about 200 miles per 

hour. 



Zhang Tie was lying naked on a comfortable armchair leisurely in a pair of sunglasses and a pair of loose 

short pants under the sunshine like having a vacation. At the same time, he was drinking juice and 

watching Bai Suxian swim cheerily in a swimsuit in the pool which covered over 100 square meters on 

the top of the airboat like a mermaid and giggling from time to time. 

Above the swimming pool, the protective metal armor and shield plate had slid off automatically, 

revealing the open sky through the crystal grille. The top deck of Iron-Dragon Airboat became the best 

sightseeing platform on the airboat. 

There wasn’t any swimming pool in any other airship. However, there were swimming pools in each 

bigger airboat. Watching this swimming pool, Zhang Tie had to praise the luxury of Taixia Country. 

As airboats always flew at high speeds and made various maneuvers, the water in the swimming pool 

could only be stored in the activated storage in normal times. When necessary, water could be released 

into the swimming pool and be heated to a proper temperature so that people in the airboat could have 

a nice swim. 

At this moment, Iron-Dragon Airboat had left Zhongzhou City for 5 days. Zhang Tie had long forgotten 

about the even in Longxi Prefecture, Zhongzhou Province. 

As for the disciples of Iron-Dragon Sect on the airboat, during the period Zhang Tie left the airboat, they 

all thought that their master was cultivating in Iron-Dragon Airboat. Such a short-term cultivation was 

too common for an earth knight. Therefore, Zhang Tie’s disciples didn’t think too much about that. 

During that period, Iron-Dragon Airboat replenished its supplies in Zhongzhou City; by this chance, 

Zhang Tie’s disciples traveled around Zhongzhou City and tasted all the yummy food in the city. After 

completely eliminating their tiredness which was caused by one month’s survival training, when they 

came back to the airboat, the atmosphere became active once again. 

Only Bai Suxian knew that Zhang Tie was not in the airboat during those days. However, Bai Suxian 

didn’t know where Zhang Tie had been either. She only knew that Zhang Tie looked more relaxed when 

he came back as if he had settled a matter which had been weighing his mind for a long time. It was Bai 

Suxian’s first time to see such a change on Zhang Tie. 

Previously, since they got acquainted with each other in Earth-elements Realm, Bai Suxian intuitively 

sensed that Zhang Tie was not fully relaxed even though when he was laughing and falling asleep alone. 

She felt that Zhang Tie was always depressed and alert. Zhang Tie’s mind was like a heavy, grey iron 

curtain which could not be seen through at all. 

However, after Zhang Tie came back this time, Bai Suxian found that Zhang Tie became sunnier and 

more relaxed. The grey iron curtain suddenly became as clear as crystals which didn’t make people 

depressed at all; instead, it revealed the essence of a big, innocent boy. 

Bai Suxian didn’t know what Zhang Tie had done. However, she knew that Zhang Tie must have done 

something big during those days he left the airboat. Otherwise, Zhang Tie would never be that relaxed. 

However, even though Bai Suxian was sure that Zhang Tie had done something big during that period, 

she wondered why there was no major news in well-informed Zhongzhou City during these days. At this 

moment, all the major news in Zhongzhou City was about Pingsha Valley. However, nothing was new. 



Whereas, Bai Suxian didn’t ask Zhang Tie about that because she was clever. 

After Iron-Dragon Airboat left Zhongzhou City and Zhang Tie left his "cultivation room", the atmosphere 

in the airboat had started to become active. 

Zhang Tie was now the soul and core of this airboat. When Zhang Tie became relaxed, the entire airboat 

was filled with cheers and laughter. Zhang Tie’s disciples were all became relaxed as they thought that 

their master had gained something through cultivation. 

Bai Suxian was also very happy. After Zhang Tie relieved his heavy burden, Bai Suxian had a sweet and 

relaxed feeling that could only be felt between lovers. In this warm atmosphere, Bai Suxian gave out her 

beautiful vigor from inside to outside. 

Zhang Tie said it was a good weather today. They could relax on the airboat. Additionally, he had the 

swimming pools in the airboat filled with water. All the people in the airboat became crazy. 

Zhang Tie and Bai Suxian were in the exclusively private swimming pool on the top deck. Zhang Tie’s 

disciples were all young, male or female. They were having fun in the big swimming pool at the bottom 

deck near the stern. Even though the two swimming pools were 100 m away from each other, Zhang Tie 

could still hear his disciples’ cheers and laughter clearly. 

As the master and master uncle of Iron-Dragon Sect, Zhang Tie and Bai Suxian should pay attention to 

their images. Even though Zhang Tie’s disciples didn’t mind swimming and basking in the sun with him 

and Bai Suxian, none of them could actually be completely relaxed. Therefore, they’d better relax 

themselves respectively. 

With a splash, Bai Suxian walked out of the swimming pool. 

Staying with Zhang Tie alone, Bai Suxian was wearing a white bikini hot swimsuit, displaying her perfect 

and hot body in front of Zhang Tie. 

After drying her hair and body with a towel, Bai Suxian walked over there before lying on Zhang Tie’s 

side. Zhang Tie’s armchair was definitely large enough which could even hold two people easily. Zhang 

Tie gave Bai Suxian a cup of juice. 

"This isn’t a good design at all. There should be a movable natural sand beach beside the swimming 

pool, which would be more romantic..." 

It was definitely the most luxurious and flamboyant thing in this age to swim in the sky. However, 

princess Bai was still not satisfied with it. She was still complaining about the design of this airboat. 

"Hoho, my elder sister, it’s not your home. I won this airboat from Taiyi Fantasy Sect. Try to imagine how 

those elders with grey hair and beard swim and bask here in a pair of beach pants, revealing their bony 

figures." 

Actually, Bai Suxian just made a suggestion casually. After hearing Zhang Tie’s words and imagining the 

images, she burst out into laughter at once, causing a "puff" sound. However, in the next moment, after 

recalling that Zhang Tie called her "elder sister", Bai Suxian started to act coquettishly while twisting her 

body on Zhang Tie side with bouncing plum breasts, "Ahh, you called me elder sister, do you think I’m 

old..." 



"Well, well, I will not call you elder sister from today on. I will call you young sister..." Zhang Tie said with 

a smile. 

"Are you teasing me?" Bai Suxian behaved more like a spoiled child. Because only she and Zhang Tie 

knew the special meaning carried by the appellation of "young sister". 

"Neither I can call you elder sister nor young sister, what else should I call you then?" 

"What did you call me last night? When there’s nobody else, you should call me that..." Bai Suxian 

blushed. 

"Sure, baby!" 

"I like that!" Bai Suxian kissed Zhang Tie happily. Closely after that, she buried her body in Zhang Tie’s 

arms and put her hand onto Zhang Tie’s chest. Tilting her head, she watched Zhang Tie as she let out a 

sigh satisfactorily, "I’ve not been so relaxed for a long time. Only when I stay with you could I be so 

relaxed!" 

"I’ve not been so relaxed for a long time either. Just now, I suddenly realized that I didn’t have any clear 

image about Taixia Country at all. Taixia Country is still a strange place for me. There’re so many cities 

and people in Taixia Country. Additionally, Taixia Country is very prosperous. So, Is there any 

relationship between me and those time-honored Class A cities, those splendid figures from all walks of 

life and the prosperity on the peak of humans? Across Taixia Country, besides those cities and people 

which I passed by accidentally, I had no impression about anything else. I still feel that I’m a total 

stranger in Taixia Country..." Zhang Tie sighed with emotion. 

"Ahh, but why?" 

"I feel like I am watching a film which was popular before the Catastrophe since I came to Taixia Country 

over 4 years ago. It’s more like a suspense-action movie. It’s colorful and vivid in the eyes of others at a 

normal speed; however, it’s fast forward and black and white for me. I could only see scenes and people 

one after another. I could only see the glint and flash of saber and sword and a mess instead of dialogue 

and voice. I’ve been watching this film for 4 years. Besides very few figures and places that flashed by, I 

don’t have too much impression about anything else. This is how I feel since I came to Taixia Country 4 

year ago!" 

Bai Suxian listened to him quietly. 

Under his sunglasses, Zhang Tie revealed a faint, weird smile, "The longer I stayed in Taixia Country, the 

more often what I experienced in Waii Subcontinent would occur to my mind. Previously, I wondered 

whether a person would yearn for the past when he came to a new place. Now, I know that besides 

being a bit nostalgic, Waii Subcontinent was like a running train which brought me far away over these 

years. However, I didn’t know where this train was heading for..." 

"What about now?" 

"I jumped off the train and landed on the ground by foot and could control my direction and determine 

where to go once again..." 

Chapter 1100: Insight 



 

After killing the young master of Heavens Reaching Church, figuring out the reasons of the tragedy in 

Fuhai City and unveiling the identity of that person among the top 9 ministers in Taixia Country who 

abhorred Zhang Tie the most, Zhang Tie really felt unprecedentedly relaxed as if he had woken up from 

a nightmare. 

Previously, the enemy was in the dark. Zhang Tie could only be framed by others and almost lost his life. 

Now, Zhang Tie’s enemy was in the dark. His mentality became utterly different. 

After returning to Iron-Dragon Airboat for a few days, Zhang Tie completely became relaxed and started 

to introspect about his experiences since he came to Taixia Country. Therefore, he sighed with emotion 

to Bai Suxian. 

It was Zhang Tie’s true feeling, also the result of his introspection over these days. 

A Hua sage said that people should introspect themselves three times a day. Zhang Tie couldn’t make it; 

however, he could introspect himself one time per four years. 

During the past 4 years, everything in Taixia Country was like looking at the flowers while passing on 

horseback. Unconsciously, he had been involved in a big whirlpool and had to escape for his own life. 

Zhang Tie started to rethink why he almost lost all standing and reputation along with his family. 

After recalling the past pain and becoming greatly discerning and apprehending, Zhang Tie found that 

the reason was that everything happened too "fast". 

The "fast" referred to his changing state of life, the rhythm of fate and thorough gnosis. 

Only the prey being chased after by its natural enemy could run fast. 

He had to be "fast"; 

It was driven by a flurried mentality as he couldn’t control his own destiny; 

It was because that he had got lost after his wisdom was deceived. 

’I helped Huaiyuan Palace to compete for the Youzhou provincial governor; I fought the Gobbling Party 

and inflicted a great loss to Heavens Reaching Church. After that, I resigned the position of the chief 

justice of Youzhou Provincial Court and went to Fuhai City for proposing a marriage; finally, I was forced 

to escape for my own life...’ 

’I was forced to respond to all these things. Everything happened too "fast". In this "fast" state, I did not 

have time to introspect myself or care about others. I gradually lost the ability to control my own fate. 

After coming to Taixia Country for 4 years, I’m still a stranger. Additionally, everything besides me has 

almost slid into the dark abyss.’ 

’It’s not good to be "fast"; I need to be "slow", which requires me to be active and have time to 

introspect myself. By being "slow", I could see through everybody and all the dangers on my side. By 

being "slow", I could control my own fate once again.’ 

’I could be calmer in the "slow" state. Only the controller could be calm as it’s a realm.’ 



’I could see the different living states of the two realms "fast" and "slow" by watching the rabbits and 

lions living on the same prairie.’ 

’Actually, since the holy war broke out and I was involved in the holy war in Waii Subcontinent, I’ve been 

in the "fast" living state. By contrast, before the holy war broke out, after I gained Castle of Black Iron, I 

was in a "slow" living state and felt pretty fulfilling and happy in Blackhot City and Hidden Dragon 

Island.’ 

’The rabbits are in "fast" living state. By contrast, the lions are in "slow" living state. It’s very dangerous 

in "fast" living state. Now, it’s time for me to relieve the rhythm and enter the "slow" living state.’ 

After gaining such a gnosis, Zhang Tie felt much better and become sunnier and more leisure these days. 

He gradually figured out more and more things in the future and could see clearly his orientation in the 

future. 

The first thing that Zhang Tie thought through was how to cultivate in the future. 

From then on, the element crystals which were extremely precious for other knights became useless for 

Zhang Tie’s cultivation. The reason was very simple——compared to the effect of purgatory samsara, 

the efficiency of element crystals for forming water chakra was still too low. 

’Given time cost, take forming earth chakra as an instance, the time that I spent in absorbing earth-

element crystals accounted for 90% of the total time that I spent in forming my earth chakra. Actually, 

the effect only accounted for 10% of the total process of forming my earth chakra.’ 

’Conversely, I only spent 10% of the time forming the earth chakra in purgatory samsara method; 

however, the effect of purgatory samsara method accounted for 90% of the total process of forming my 

earth chakra.’ 

Get half the results with double the efforts and get twofold the results with half the efforts. What a 

sharp difference! 

Because not a single knight could have endless time and spiritual energy. In this "slow" living state, 

Zhang Tie could only distribute his time and spiritual energy so as to produce the greatest effect. The 

process of cultivating Emperor-level secret method would consume a lot of resources. Only purgatory 

samsara method could match King Roc Sutra well. 

Zhang Tie even felt it slow by absorbing element crystals, not to mention absorbing element crystals 

from the elements realm through cultivation alone which would be less effective at a higher time cost. 

In a popular sentence among Hua people before the Catastrophe, the two cultivation modes were both 

"backward modes of production". 

After giving up the two "low-efficiency" modes of cultivation, Zhang Tie found that he had extricated 

himself from the busy state of cultivation. As a result, he had more free time and became more 

"leisure". 

In the "leisure" state, Zhang Tie could allocate his time flexibly in terms of enhancing his realms in 

various battle skills and secret methods and accompany his family members. He could also make 

achievements by traveling among mountains and rivers in Taixia Country. 



After fighting Nangong Sheng the strong wind hermit also the master of Immortal Fist Position Sect, 

Zhang Tie deeply sensed that he could not make further progress only by closing his door at home after 

promoting to an earth knight. 

The second thing that Zhang Tie had thought through was that he could not expose the fact that Cui Li 

was his incarnation to the public. 

’Otherwise, I would expose the secrets that I have a body-changing immortal bloodline and could 

simulate the effects of other secret methods to the public. Sometimes, it’s a wisdom to be low-key; 

sometimes, with sharp weapons in hand, I could also frighten my powerful enemy.’ 

’Now that Gold and Power Law have known my identity of Peter Hamplester, even if Gold and Power 

Law don’t know the secret that I have body-changing immortal bloodline, the one who wants to kill me 

should at least know that I’ve grasped a powerful disguising secret method. Now that that culprit could 

almost hit my secret, it would be meaningless for me to keep this trump card anymore...’ 

’Besides me, who else in this world could guess the incidental effect of King Roc Sutra. There’re so many 

secret methods in the world. If I really want to expose it to the public, I would find a reason that would 

make others muddle-headed.’ 

Zhang Tie had long prepared for the explanation of the secret that he could change his look and figure. 

He named the secret method as "Chaotic Treasure Body". After grasping it, Zhang Tie could keep the 

surging points all over his body in the state of "fake dormancy". Therefore, he could "simulate" the 

order of lighting his surging points once again according to a complete secret method for a certain 

effect. Because it was the incidental ability of King Roc Sutra, Zhang Tie wouldn’t expose the secret even 

if he told others to check his state in "Chaotic Treasure Body". 

’The combination of body-changing immortal bloodline and "Chaotic Treasure Body" will definitely 

frighten those people who want to frame my family members and Huaiyuan Palace. Even though those 

people could uproot Huaiyuan Palace, as long as I’m still alive and could escape, they would be in fear 

forever. They would be alert in case of being revenged by me. Nobody would like to live such a life.’ 

The safest manner was to mix the truth with the false stuff. 

After thinking through these crucial things and making a deep introspection about his gains and losses in 

the past 4 years, Zhang Tie became completely relaxed and entered a leisure and casual state. He 

started to be in a real "slow" state and control his own life orientation... 

... 

Lying on Zhang Tie’s side quietly, Bai Suxian was listening to his tender yet powerful heartbeats as if she 

could hear the secrets that Zhang Tie had not exposed and how Zhang Tie bore mentally in the past 4 

years... 

Zhang Tie was watching the clouds in the sky while Bai Suxian was watching Zhang Tie. They were both 

silent; however, they didn’t feel it was embarrassing and improper; instead, they had a privity. At this 

moment, Bai Suxian really felt that she would like to fly with this man in the sky in this way for the rest 

of her life. 

In such a tranquility, the cheers and laughter that drifted from the other swimming pool became clearer. 



"Can you write a love poem for me?" Bai Suxian suddenly asked Zhang Tie. 

"Love poem? But I can’t!" Zhang Tie scratched his head. 

"Liar, how did you write the poem the Beloved Ones then?" 

"Good lines are naturally born. I just gained it by accident!" 

After hearing Zhang Tie’s words, Bai Suxian burst out into laughter. She stretched out her hand and 

stroked Zhang Tie’s hair, "You’re really shameless. No matter what, you have to write a love poem for 

me." 

"Well, I will make one!" 

Bai Suxian became serious at once while Zhang Tie cleared his throat as he made a short yet pithy love 

poem with clear articulation and a mellow and full tune emotionally. 

"Our hearts have an emotional mine." 

"Love is the gold." 

"Hate is the iron." 

"If a man doesn’t know how to turn his wife into his mistress, he must be vulgar and moronic!" 

After hearing this poem, Bai Suxian became stunned. It led her to endless aftertastes. Additionally, the 

lasting appeal of this poem resonated with the relationship between Bai Suxian and Zhang Tie to a 

certain extent. She watched Zhang Tie with full emotion and watery eyes as she asked in a tender voice, 

"Is that your work?" 

"Hehehe, I’ve read it!" 

After Zhang Tie said that, hundreds of white swans flew over the airboat cheerily. 

Iron-Dragon Airboat was only 4,000 m above the ground at a low speed. Even the flock of white swans 

were higher than Iron-Dragon Airboat. At the sight of those swans, Bai Suxian even forgot what to say. 

She immediately pulled up Zhang Tie from his armchair and ran towards the prow as she exclaimed, "We 

are arriving at Xuanyuan Hill..." 

 


